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Policy Considerations
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“We need to stop thinking about
infrastructure as an economic stimulant
and start thinking about it as a strategy
Economic stimulants produce ‘Bridges to
Nowhere’
Strategic investment in infrastructure
produces a foundation for long-term
growth”
‾ Robert McNamee
US businessman, investor,
venture capitalist and musician
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Government Policy Should Help Channel Investment into
Infrastructure
Factors that drive demand for infrastructure include:

Population
size, growth and
urbanization

o The larger the population, the greater the need to provide basic amenities
such as electricity, transportation, water &
sanitation, health, education, etc
o There will also be a need for better and more efficient organization and
provision of infrastructure and related services
o Infrastructure planning should accommodate present as well as future
growth and expansion needs

Commercial/
trading activity and
economic growth

Socio-political
factors, e.g., resourc
e allocation, poverty
alleviation, etc
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o Necessitates the provision of facilities and services to support intra and
inter regional trading
o Infrastructure such as electricity, transportation &
haulage, storage/warehousing, purpose-built markets, ICT , etc, are
essential

o Government policy designed to enhance impoverished or other areas
deemed as needing rejuvenation or other special attention
o Political response to the yearnings of the people, e.g., for
emancipation, enfranchisement, resource reallocation, etc
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Development of Transport Corridors
Developing transport corridors can
catalyze economic growth and foster
cross-border and regional trade
Transport corridors can also enable
better planning for multi and
intermodal transport links
Clarity should be given around the
order of priorities
Pan-African corridors?
Sub-regional corridors?
National corridors?
Lack of clarity in policy direction
can slow down investment
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Africa’s Needs Transport Infrastructure in All Main Sectors

Government policy should
bring focus to key priority
sectors, e.g.
Roads
Rail
Airports
Sea Ports
Inland Jetties
27 November 2015
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Need For Urgent Change
Africa’s current situation is unsatisfactory:
Infrastructure is in a parlous state
Questionable safety standards, and a
lack of regulation and enforcement
High dependency on informal
transportation systems
Overly congested urban road
networks and towns/cities

PRESENT

Poorly-served rural areas
Lack of multi/inter modal transport
networks

FUTURE

High environmental pollution and
nuisance
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Determining Who Should Pay for Infrastructure is Important
Who should bear the burden of financing infrastructure projects – Government?
Multilaterals/DFIs? Private investors? End users?
Government in some cases can borrow more cheaply than private investors
Government, however, may not always be as disciplined as private investors
o Many African governments have a poor track record of fiscal discipline and
project delivery
o They are often driven more by political expediency rather than by cost
efficiency or profit motives
Some types of projects, e.g., rail, may be too capital intensive for private investors to
finance entirely and make a reasonable return
If government shares the financing burden this can reduce overall project costs
End users of infrastructure should also make a reasonable contribution, e.g., through
paying taxes, or tolls/tariffs, or both
27 November 2015
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Selecting the Most Appropriate Infrastructure Delivery Models is
Essential
Public sector
Private sector
Typical Areas of
Responsibility

O&M/Performance
Contracts

Concessions

Privatization

Legislation
Ownership
Regulation & Tariffs
Engineering, Procureme
nt & Construction
Operation and
Maintenance
Demand/Volume Risk
Financing

Risk allocation is key - not all risks can be passed by the public sector to private investors
Some risks, e.g., demand and financing, can be shared by the public and private sectors
27 November 2015
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Examples of Transport PPP Projects in Africa
• Blaise Diagne International
Airport, Senegal
• 25-year O&M concession
• €525M project cost / FC 2011
• Multilateral/DFI-financed
• Dakar- Diamniado Toll
Road, Senegal
• 30-year O&M concession
• €375M project cost / FC
2010
• Multilateral/DFI-financed

•
•
•
•

Maputo Port, Mozambique
15-year concession
US$70M project cost / FC 2003
49% government-owned

• Henri Konan Bedie
Bridge, Cote D’Ivoire
• 30-year DBOT concession
• US$365M project cost / FC
2012
• DFI/Concessionairefinanced

•
•
•
•
•
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Lekki Toll Road, Nigeria
30-year BOT concession
US$427M project cost / FC 2008
100% financed by concessionaire
Investor exit via sale to host
government

•
•
•
•

Gautrain, South Africa
20-year DBOM concession
US$3Bn project cost / FC 2007
80% financed by government
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Lessons From Rail Project
Implementaion
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Key Drivers for Rail
Overdependency on roads for the movement of people and freight places undue strain
on Africa’s road networks - leads to excessive wear-and-tear on the roads, and
consequently to higher capital and operating costs
Africa’s growing population, combined with increasing urbanization, congests major
cities, thereby worsening living and business conditions, and constraining ease of
mobility
High travel demand is mostly served by informal transport systems that are
unstructured and unsafe, and contribute to traffic indiscipline and sometimes chaos in
major cities
Implementation of formalized mass transit systems like rail will improve the
movement of people and freight in and around major cities and across borders, ease
traffic congestion, and enable inter-modality with other modes of transport
(e.g., between air, road, and rail)
Quicker, more cost-effective, and more efficient travel, plus reduced emissions, will
support economic development and growth, improve the social well-being of the
citizenry, and improve the environment through reduced emissions
27 November 2015
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Structuring Rail Concessions
Typical components to be financed in rail concessions include:
Heavy Infrastructure – rail tracks
Signaling/Communication - control systems, power generation and distribution
Real estate/property – stations, garages, workshops, car parks
Rolling Stock – passenger carriers
Global examples show that how rail concessions are structured, particularly where
asset ownership, allocation of risks between the public and private sector, and
financing, are concerned, are critical to project viability/bankability
Ownership and responsibility for the heavy and other similar/related
infrastructure typically remains with the public sector
Private investors typically provide rolling stock, O&M, and other less capital
intensive services
Financial grants and/or concessionary financing is often provided by the public
sector to cover viability gaps
27 November 2015
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Global Examples of Rail Concessions/PPPs (1)
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Global Examples of Rail Concessions/PPPs (2)

27 November 2015
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Gautrain Contractual Structure
Note: 80% of the
US$3Bn financing was
provided by the South
African Government
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Lessons From Road Project
Implementation
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Key Drivers for Improved Road Infrastructure
Roads currently account for around 90% of the means by which people and freight
are moved around Africa, whether in cities, in the rural areas, across borders, etc
Roads also enable direct access to areas that other transport modes (e.g., rail, airports,
inland waterways) cannot easily get to
Overdependency on roads, however, places undue strain on Africa’s road
infrastructure, and leads to high congestion, excessive wear-and-tear on the roads,
and high capital and operating costs
Poor road safety and discipline, especially amongst informal public transport
operators, results in high road accident fatalities and injuries
Improved road infrastructure and networks will support formalized mass transit
systems like Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), and will improve intermodal links with other
modes of transport, e.g., rail, air, and waterborne transportation
Improved road infrastructure and networks will also support economic development
and growth, especially through creating faster and more efficient access between
rural and urban centres – this would be very beneficial for agriculture
27 November 2015
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Road PPP Implementation Considerations

Road user acceptance of tolling
Establishing appropriate pricing / charging bases / subsidies
Right of Way
Provision of alternative routes
Plugging ‘leakage gaps’; e.g., fraud (end users and toll collectors)
Enforcement of use of devices
Inter-operability across different toll road systems
Supporting advanced technology, especially in emerging market
environments like we have in Africa
27 November 2015
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Project Example: Lekki Toll Road Concession
30-year PPP Toll Road Concession in Lagos, Nigeria
Key Parties: Lagos State Government and Lekki
Concession Company Ltd
Project Summary & Status
Financial close in Nov 2008 – US$427M raised
Phase I - Expansion and upgrade of 49.4km of
Ozumba Mbadiwe Avenue/Lekki-Epe Expressway;
Phase II - Construction of 20km of Coastal Road,
plus option to do the Southern Bypass
LASG Concession Term Guarantee, plus FGN
Guarantee covering Termination
Long term FX hedge in place to protect against
currency volatility
In commercial operation since Dec 2010, and
revenues being collected through tolls
Exit by initial investors in June 2014, through equity
sale to Lagos State Government
27 November 2015
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Lekki Toll Road Contractual Structure
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Lekki Toll Road Concession Finance Providers
Mezzanine Lender

Senior Lender
Mezzanine
Loan

Senior Lender
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Sponsors/”Key Investor”
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Lekki Toll Road Concession
Financing Structure at Financial Close
70 : 30 Debt-Equity Ratio
Federal Support Agreement in place covering Termination Scenario
N5Bn 20-year Mezzanine Loan from Lagos State
N33.5Bn total Senior Debt (including standby)
Senior Debt tenors over 12-15 years – longest commercial debt tenors achieved
in Nigerian market at the time
N11Bn of 15-year Senior Debt at fixed rates – a first for Nigeria
15-year FX Hedge in place covering $85M AfDB Senior Loan ensured LCC
assets and liabilities were matched in local currency – first time AfDB able to
effectively disburse in local currency
Novel ‘Tied-in Equity’ arrangement with EPCM Contractor – LCC exercised option
to pay part of contract value in equity so as to align long term interest of
Concessionaire and Contractor
24

Private Financing Sources and Key
Considerations
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Different Types of Financing are deployed over the
Infrastructure Project Lifecycle
Financial
Close

Development
Capital

Project Finance
(long term debt & equity capital +
enabling finance)

Initial Investor
Exit/Refinancing
Refinanced debt
(e.g., bond) + equity

Risk

End User Contribution (tolls/tariffs)

Eng

C o l le c t io n
F i n /C o m

Devpt.

Design & Construction

• High risk phase – no revenues; delays and
disputes can be costly
• But also offers the highest investor returns
• Can take 5 years or longer to get from start of
development, through
bidding/negotiation, construction, to commercial
operation phase
27 November 2015

T r a f f ic

Operation & Maintenance
• Commercial operations phase – revenues now
coming in; project significantly de-risked
• Cashflows predictable and typically inflationproof

Handover
• Asset rehabilitation
• Assets and operations
revert to concession
grantor

• 20+ years duration
• Can be refinanced, e.g., with a bond issue
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The Capital Markets – Potential Source of Infrastructure Financing
The capital markets, if operating efficiently, should provide companies with ready
access to medium and long term debt and equity capital, including in local
currency – e.g., via issuing infrastructure bonds
The capital markets should also provide liquidity for assets through being a
platform for securities trading – this will be key for investor exits, e.g., via IPOs
Of the 29 stock exchanges in Africa, only three have in excess of 100 securities
listed on them: Cairo (800+); Johannesburg (400+); Lagos (200+)
Products traded on Africa’s exchanges are fairly limited, being mainly equities,
government bonds and treasury bills, and some corporate bonds, and trading
volumes are low compared to the developed world
Various efforts are being made to deepen the capital market, especially in Nigeria
Nigerian SEC’s 10-year Capital Market Masterplan
Launch of the Alternative Securities Market (ASeM)
Launch of the FMDQ OTC debt market
Launch of ETFs and a REIT
27 November 2015
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African Pension Funds are a Potential Source of Infrastructure
Financing

Assets Under
Management
US$ Millions

% Allocation to
Private Equity /
Infrastructure

Potential Amount
Available for
Private Equity /
Infrastructure
US$ Millons

Botswana

6,000

2.5%

150

Ghana

2,600

Unclear

180

Kenya

7,280

10%

728

Namibia

9,960

1.75% - 3.5%

348

Nigeria

25,000

15%

3,750

Rwanda

482

10%

48

322,000

10%

32,200

Tanzania

3,100

5%

155

Uganda

1,500

Unclear

75

Country

South Africa

Zambia
TOTALS

1,800
379,722

Source: Internet research; ARM-Harith
Infrastructure Investment Ltd research
27 November 2015

Unclear

90
37,724

Indications are that African pension
funds manage in excess of US$380Bn of
assets, a figure which is still growing
This has been driven by pension and
regulatory reforms especially over the
last decade
The long-term nature of pension savings
makes them suitable for infrastructure
investment – there is around US$38Bn
available for Private Equity investment
Pension funds, however, mostly invest in
risk-free government bonds and treasury
bills, owing to their risk averseness to
alternative assets like infrastructure
Some, like South Africa’s
GEPF, Ghana’s SSNIT, and a few
Nigerian CPFAs, have committed to
infrastructure - we need more
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Private Equity/Specialist Infrastructure Funds View Africa as
an Attractive Investment Destination
Source: Emerging Markets Private Equity Association

“Being a pioneer LP in African PE investment
for our size does not frighten us… Once
people see our returns, more investors will
come … We aim to invest 2-5% of our total
assets in African PE”

Sub-Saharan Africa Fundraising and
Investment 2010 – 2014 (US$ billions)
4.0

April 2015: Vicki Fuller, Chief Investment Officer
New York State Common Retirement Fund
(US$185 billion assets under management)

2.0

1.9
"Africa is a treasure house of natural and
human resources”
April 2015: Mark Mobius, Executive Chairman
Templeton Emerging Markets Group
(US$3.5 billion assets under management)

1.5

1.9

1.7

1.4
1.1

1.2

0.7

2010

2011

2012

Capital Invested

2013

2014

Funds Raised

During 2013 and 2014 Sub-Saharan Africa was ranked by EMPEA as one of the top 3 most attractive emerging markets for
private equity investment
Private equity managers raised US$4 billion for Sub-Saharan Africa-focused vehicles in 2014, the highest annual total since
EMPEA began tracking fundraising in 2006, and nearly 1.5 times the previous record of US$2.6 billion raised in 2006
A final close of more than US$1 billion by Helios Investment Partners and a US$698 million final close for The Carlyle
Group’s maiden Sub-Saharan Africa vehicle led the way
Other recently-closed Africa-focused funds include Harith’s PAIDF2, Abraaj’s Africa Fund III, AIIF2, and the ARM-Harith
Infrastructue Fund
27 November 2015
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ARM-Harith Infrastructure Fund – US$250M Target Hard Cap
Initial Investors (1st close Jan 2015)

West Africa investment focus
Equity
investment
already made

Nigerian Closed
Pension Funds
Family Office
High Networth
Individual
Fund
Management
Team

Development
or due
diligence

• 459MW gas-fired open cycle
generation plant
• Located in Edo State, Nigeria
• US$890M total cost
• 20-year licence
• Financial close imminent
• Security structure - Federal
Government of Nigeria guarantee;
World Bank PRG; MIGA PRI
Deal pipeline includes:
• Sea Ports
• Rail
• Airports
• Power generation (thermal and
renewables)
• Power distribution
• Power utility
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Critical Factors for Enabling PPP Financing
Legal/Regulatory Framework

Enabling legislation in place
Judicial effectiveness
Transparency and fairness in application

Procurement Process

Cost effective and efficient
Transparent adjudication

Tariffs and Revenue Collection

In-built cost recovery mechanism
Enables reasonable investor returns
Predictability and enforceability

Contractual Framework

Appropriate risk allocation
Counterparty capability and creditworthiness
Sanctity of contract

Financing

Long-term and reasonably priced
Local currency/FX risk management
Government support (e.g., guarantees, VGF)
Variety of finance providers

Sociopolitical Factors

Minimal or no political interference
End user willingness to pay

27 November 2015
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The Project-Financing Model is Preferred (1)
An SPV is set up to enable ring-fencing of the concessionaire’s obligations and cashflows
Certain key terms must exist in the Concession/PPP Agreement, e.g.:
Clearly defined scope of the concession/PPP scheme
Clear risk allocation between the parties
Robust toll/tariff-setting mechanism
Clearly defined concessionaire’s rights in the event of disruption, termination,
expropriation, etc
Equity investors in the project SPV take the most financing risk
Non-recourse senior debt raised – ranks highest in security
Secured on the suite of contracts that form the concession/PPP scheme, and on the
cashflows
Equity investors pledge their shares as part of the security structure
Lender first rights over insurance and claim proceeds
Lender step-in rights in case of concessionaire non-performance
Minimum debt service ratios and other covenants established
27 November 2015
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The Project-Financing Model is Preferred (2)
Mezzanine finance subordinated to senior debt, but ranks above equity
Additional security may be sought if bankability issues exist, e.g.
Financial guarantees from government
Viability gap funding required from government (e.g., concessionary finance; grants)
Take-or-pay arrangements / Demand and volume guarantees from government
The project-financing structure is usually quite rigid; hence, unexpected changes in the
cashflows can be problematic
Major changes in design or project scope leading to work stoppages
Construction delays leading to cost overruns
Delayed revenue collection – could be caused by political interference
Contractual disputes, unpaid claims, etc, amongst the concession parties

27 November 2015
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“Beg, borrow, steal, Africa needs to build
infrastructure”
‾ Sunil Bharti Mittal
Chairman and Group CEO,
Bharti Enterprises
January 2015

27 November 2015
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Thank
You
Contact:
Opuiyo Oforiokuma, Managing Director/CEO
ARM-Harith Infrastructure Investment Ltd
1 Mekunwen Road, Off Oyinkan Abayomi Drive, Ikoyi, Lagos, NIGERIA
T: + 234 (1) 270 1092 E: opuiyo.oforiokuma@arm.com.ng
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